A Complete Guide to SEO for Musicians

The hard-working musician’s practical guide to optimizing your band’s presence in search engines
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Introduction

When we talk to other musicians about music marketing, SEO is a topic that comes up often. And why not?

**The good**

- SEO is free!
- It’s known as a highly effective marketing channel for millions of businesses.
- It works!

**The not so good**

- SEO is complex.
- It’s time consuming.
- It requires patience, since it tends to take a while to see results.

SEO is known as a bit of a dark art. It’s not particularly easy to do well, and as a musician you just don’t have time to become an SEO rockstar. You have songs to write, tours to plan, rehearsals to organize.

You don’t have time to become an SEO rockstar

A lot of the SEO advice out there for musicians skims the surface: optimize your title tags, get backlinks, create content, and such. This is all relevant and useful advice, but we need to address the critical strategic aspect that makes SEO for musicians a little bit different than SEO for everyone else.
In this eBook we’ll cover the bigger picture - the abstract and conceptual. We’ll address the big question, which is: “How can SEO actually help me as a musician?”

We’re going to give you an entire process.

This is a question you need to have the answer to, in practical terms, before you start investing your time in your SEO. Just because certain SEO strategies work for millions of businesses, doesn't necessarily mean they will work for musicians.

Musicians need a unique SEO strategy with its own unique set of tactics. We’ll try to give you a complete SEO advice package, an entire process, to work with.

The Bandzoogle Team
- bandzoogle.com
- facebook.com/Bandzoogle
- twitter.com/Bandzoogle
- instagram.com/Bandzoogle
Chapter 1: Music SEO Strategy – The Fan Journey

It all starts with your fans.

For artists, SEO is all about using search engines to help create a positive experience for your fans.

As you build your fan base, your audience will move through some series of steps to eventually reach whatever goal they had in mind. Throughout those steps, they will have experiences online as they engage with your music and brand.

SEO for artists is about creating a positive experience for your fans.

Some of those experiences will involve search engines. So, what we need to do first is understand where search engines get involved.

Wait.... don't get bored!! Check it out.

To help us visualize, let's adapt a classic marketing framework, the customer journey, and apply it to the average music fan, as it relates to a typical band. We'll call it the Fan Journey.

We made a fun colourful graph for you (yay!).
The Fan Journey

- **Discovery**
  - Radio and Internet play
  - Music blog interviews
  - Social media
  - Album reviews

- **Exploration**
  - Media: music, videos, photos, blog, etc.
  - Album reviews
  - Concert tracking (e.g., Bandsintown)

- **Purchase**
  - Concert tickets
  - Download music
  - Artist subscribers (e.g., Bandcamp)
  - Subscription on Spotify, Apple Music, etc.

- **Retention**
  - Mailing list and blog
  - Social media follows
  - Concert tracking
  - Social media engagements (likes, shares, retweets, etc.)

- **Advocacy**
  - Word of mouth recommendations
  - Crowdfunding
  - Sharing playlists on streaming sites

**SEORC**

- **Engines**
- **Album Reviews**
- **Music Blog**
- **Interviews**
- **Word of Mouth**

**Social Media**

- **Recommendations**
- **Sharing Playlists on Streaming Sites**
If you’re feeling ambitious, you might want to take some time to map out the Fan Journey for your band, taking into account your unique circumstances.

So, now... "At what point do search engines come into play?"

Take a second to stop and think about it...

OK, let’s break it down by phase.

**Discovery**

In marketing, the first step is usually called “Awareness” and it’s where SEO does its magic for most businesses.

Here’s an example: say you want to build a website for your band, so you go to Google and type in “band websites”. There, you’ll find Bandzoogle. Now you’re aware of our company. And that’s very important to us.

Nobody discovers new bands by searching in Google.
But, what if you’re a band that plays original music? How are search engines going to help you here?

Well, they’re not.

Nobody discovers new bands by searching on Google. Nobody types in “new band I’m going to love” and expects to actually find a new band they’re going to love. Nobody searches “indie band in toledo” to find new local music in Toledo.

Ever played to an empty room? Yeah…..

This is what an empty room looks like in SEO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>Avg. monthly searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>indie band in toledo</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No one searches for this keyword.

Womp womp wommmmp.

Not only would you go through a lot of pain trying to rank for a search term like that, you probably won’t manage to do it.

And most importantly, that just isn’t how people discover music right now.

For bands, the Discovery phase of the Fan Journey is probably the hardest - just getting your music in front of people who want to listen. Search engines are not likely to help you directly with this.
Exploration

Exploration happens after a fan discovers you, likes what they hear, and wants to hear or learn more.

This is where search engines start to really matter for most bands.

Ask yourself: “What will most people do after they hear my song, and they really love it, but they don’t know my band yet?”

They’ll probably want to know what you look like, where you come from, what other people think of you, what your other music sounds like, where you’re playing next, etc.

There’s probably a good chance they’ll Google your band name.

One of the first things they might do is Google your band name... Or maybe the song name.... Or maybe some lyrics that got stuck in their head....

Let’s say you just discovered this awesome song you’ve never heard by Elephant Stone. You search their name and.... ding!!!
A typical-looking Google search result for an established band.

Awesome, so much great stuff!!

So this is where SEO first comes into play for you, in a big way. It's your opportunity to show your new fans everything you've got. You want to make sure that when they search for your band or music, you've got a really pro selection of content for them to check out.

Your audience, at this stage of the Fan Journey, are really potential fans who want to get to know you. You can use SEO to help them do that.
You want potential fans to be able to easily find all of that wonderful stuff you've poured your heart, soul, and bank account into.

So the Exploration phase of the Fan Journey is where search engines can really help you the most, and it's where strategically you should spend most of your SEO efforts.

Things your fans might want to find during Exploration:

- Your website, so they can learn about you
- Your social profiles, so they can see what kind of things you say
- Music to stream, so they can sample your sound and decide whether they like it
- Videos and images, so they can get a feel for what you look like
- Interviews and reviews, so they can get a sense of who you are and what others say about you
- Tour dates, so they can see that you're active and whether you're playing in their town
Purchase

The Purchase phase of the Fan Journey is - no surprise - hugely important for any artist who wants to build a sustainable career. Like any business or entrepreneur, you have a bottom line. You need to make money to keep going.

Make more money as a musician! 💵

23 Ways Musicians Can Make Money. Download the free ebook now

Search engines can help you here.

The key is making it quick and easy for fans to spend their money on you, when they're ready. As it happens, search engines are really useful when people want to find things online quickly and easily.

Bingo.

Let's look at Delaney Gibson as an example. If a fan searches for “delaney gibson tickets” or “buy delaney gibson music”, that fan is probably ready to spend money on her.

Make it easy for fans to spend their money on you.
If you, as a musician, want money from your fans (and we know you do), then you had better be sure they can spend it on you without much hassle.

So pave the way for them. Heck, sprinkle a little trail of skittles if that’s what it takes! Of course, this is about more than just search engines. You have to sprinkle skittles all over the place, like on your website and other profile pages. But sprinkle some on the search engines too.

Let’s see what Delaney did.

Nice.

Delaney has done the legwork and provided her fans with a wealth of different ways to spend their money on her, in whatever way is most
convenient, useful or interesting to them. It's all very easy to find by doing just one Google search.

👉 Learn how to create a perfect page to sell music on your website

Skittles.....

So we want to make sure your fans can easily find ways to spend money on you.

Things your fans might want to find during Purchase:

- Tour date information and concert tickets
- Somewhere to buy your music for download
- A store to buy physical music formats and merch
- Your profile on major streaming services to easily listen to your music

And here are some skittles you can start sprinkling around.

For the Purchase phase of the Fan Journey, you can use search engines to help your fans find different ways to spend money on you, without having to do any digging around.
Retention

In today’s music industry attention spans are short, fans are fickle, and thousands of talented artists are constantly releasing great new music and content. It’s not guaranteed that you’ll keep the attention of your hard-won fans, even after they’ve downloaded your album or gone to your show.

Which makes fan Retention more important than ever.

As far as search engines go, though, there isn’t a lot that SEO can help you with here. Once your fan has gone to your concert and downloaded your album, most of your Retention is going to happen everywhere else but search engines.

So, for example, stuff like this comes into play for retaining your fans.

Social media links on a band website.

Things like: signing fans up to your mailing list, or growing your audience on social media. Maybe fans follow you on Spotify. That sort of thing helps you with fan Retention.

👉 9 ways to build your mailing list
As long as your fans can still find you when they do look for you, that's all the search engines need to do at the Retention stage of the Fan Journey. So it won't be a focus of your SEO strategy as a musician.

**Advocacy**

The Advocacy stage of the Fan Journey is where you’ve already won your fan over to the point where they become a super fan. He or she follows you, and you’ve created some sort of relationship with them. They feel invested in your success. They want to share your music with other people, to help build the movement. They’re the ideal, devoted fan.

Of course Advocacy is a very important Fan Journey stage for your band. But search engines probably won’t be especially useful to you here, because at this point your super fans don’t need Google to find you - they already know where you are.
Chapter 1 Key Takeaway: Get To Know Your Fan Journey

At this point you’re probably thinking “Great, this makes sense and all, but how do I actually start doing SEO?”

What you need to do now

Get to know your Fan Journey. Map it out and explore it. Use the graphic we made as a starting point, and think about what kind of marketing channel your band has. Find out where you're weak, and where you're strong.

As far as SEO goes, you should focus on the Engagement and Purchase steps of the Fan Journey. But look at the other steps too. Maybe there is something specific to your band where SEO can help with your Discovery, Retention or Advocacy strategies.

Later in this eBook we’ll dig deeper into the technical and tactical advice you can use to create a positive search engine experience for your fans.

Hopefully you now have an understanding of where SEO can fit into your overall band marketing mix.
Chapter 2: Find Your Band Keywords

Before you start optimizing, it’s crucial that you get to know your keywords. This is always Step #1 in any SEO project, and it’s no exception for musicians.

OK, let’s go.

There is nothing more fundamental to search engines than keywords. Keywords are how we humans directly communicate with the search engines.

There’s a reason the Google homepage is a search bar and nothing else.

It all starts with a keyword.

It’s important for us to think about keywords first because some keywords get searched more often, or less often, than other keywords.

Nothing is more fundamental to SEO than keywords.
Later on, as you carry on doing SEO for your band, you'll work on things like optimizing your website pages, creating new content for your website, getting backlinks, and stuff like that. It's really important to know what keywords people are using to search for your band when doing that work.

SEO is hard work, and knowing your keywords up front will help you make the most of it.

A Basic Law of SEO: No Two Keywords Are Equal

No two keywords are equal. Let's give you an example.

Say you're a piano teacher in Albany, NY. Without doing any research, you might assume that getting high search rankings for a keyword like “piano teacher albany” will bring traffic to your website.

But actually, people are more likely to search for “piano lessons albany”. And they're even more likely to search for “piano lessons albany ny”.

How do I know? Google told me:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>Avg. monthly searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>piano lessons albany ny</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piano lessons albany</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piano teacher albany</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>piano lessons albany new york</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some keywords get searched more often than others.
(We’ll show you how to get this data yourself in a minute).

What this chart says is that there are roughly **70 searches per month** for the exact keyword “piano lessons albany ny.” There are almost **no searches at all** for “piano teacher albany.”

So... that makes it pretty clear which keyword is going to **bring you more visitors**, if you have high search engine rankings for it. Right?

![Search Icon]

**It’s really important to know what keywords people search for.**

Obviously **your top priority keyword is going to be "piano lessons albany ny,"** because that's what will get you the most visitors to your website.

If you put in a bunch of hard work to rank for the keyword that no one searches, you've kind of wasted your time. That's what we want to avoid!

Even if you're not a piano teacher, if you're planning to do your own SEO, this lesson applies to you no matter who you are.
The Most Important Keywords for Your Band

We're going to talk a little about “brand” vs “non-brand” keywords here, because this is where a lot of musicians go wrong with SEO and waste their time.

As a musician, a “brand” keyword is any keyword that includes your band name, the names of people in your band, track titles, album names, tour names. Anything that relates specifically to you and your band and your music. It could be lines from your lyrics. It could even be something like “the song from that Samsung commercial”, if it's your song that was in the commercial.

An example of a brand keyword is “elephant stone discography”.

These are the keywords that matter to you most as a musician!

Remember the Engagement and Purchase steps of the Fan Journey? The basic idea here - which is really important to you - is that people are not going to find you in search engines until they've already heard of you. Once they have heard of you, they're going to look specifically for you or something to do with your music.

The Keywords that matter to you will be for searches specific to your band.

On the other hand, a “non-brand” keyword is any keyword that isn't specific to you, your band or your music.

An example of this would be “indie band in toledo.”
As we explained in the first chapter of this eBook, non-brand keywords are not useful to you as a musician. (Unless you are a music teacher or another kind of local business, in which case your SEO strategy is going to be more typical, like most businesses).

**How To Research Your Band Keywords**

Keyword research is what every SEO expert in the world starts with before they do any actual SEO work. Without it, you’re just working blindly. Keyword research lights the way.

We'll give you a quick lightning tour of how to do your own keyword research using the Adwords Keyword Planner tool.

**Step #1: Access the Adwords Keyword Planner**

The Adwords Keyword Planner is the keyword tool of choice for most SEO experts, because it’s the most direct way to access Google’s keyword data. It’s free, but the catch is that it’s accessible only from within an Adwords account, so you’ll need to take a few minutes to create one. It’s kind of a hassle, but it doesn’t cost you anything.

By the way, if this feels like a hack to you…. it is! Welcome to SEO!

Once you’re in the Adwords account, go to the “Keyword Planner” from the Tools menu, as you can see below. When you click on it, you should get something like this.
Follow the setup steps to create an Adwords account to access the Keyword Planner.

Choose “Search for new keywords using a phrase, website or category”.

**Step #2: Enter Seed Keywords**

In the next screen, we can plug in some keywords under “your product or service”. We need to seed the tool with some ideas to start with.

We plugged in “tame impala” as our example:

![Keyword Planner screenshot](image)

*Try plugging in your own band name to start with*

Click on the "Get ideas" button.
Step #3: Sift Through to Find Your Keywords

Click on the “Keyword Ideas” tab, around the centre left of the page, to find your keywords.

Based on the seed keywords we entered, the tool gives us data on the number of searches for them, as well as a bunch of other ideas.

So in this image, Google is telling us that there are 246,000 searches per month for the keyword “tame impala”.

You’ll also notice all of the suggestions and ideas Google provides below your seed keywords. These suggestions are useful, but you'll notice a lot of irrelevant keywords that you'll need to sift through. Google tends to leave out a lot of really good keywords too.
So you’ll have to dig for keyword ideas yourself, by adding different seed keywords and sifting through the suggestions. This is the "research" part of keyword research, and it can take some time.

Be patient, and keep digging.

**Building Your Master Band Keyword List**

We brainstormed some ideas about what people might search for, to come up with seed keywords:

- People looking for tour dates (such as “tame impala tour”, live, tickets, concerts, etc.)
- Lyrics and tabs (such as “tame impala lyrics”)
- Snippets of hook lyrics (such as “lyrics don’t make me wait forever”)
- Specific albums and songs (such as “let it happen”)
- Wiki and discography (such as “tame impala bio”)
- Merch, like vinyl, tshirts and posters (such as “buy tame impala tshirt”)
- Torrent, YouTube and download to listen - legally or illegally (such as “listen tame impala eventually”)
- High exposure placements (such as “apple watch commercial song skate”)

This list could apply to just about any band. So let's check out what people are searching for, using the Keyword Tool, with Tame Impala as an example.

We plugged all kinds of keyword seed ideas into the tool, and then spent a fair bit of time sifting through the data that came out.

This was the end result of our research.
### Wants to find band info

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala</td>
<td>246,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala wiki</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala discography</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala albums</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala songs</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wants to buy tickets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala tour</td>
<td>14,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala concert</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala live</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala tickets</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala tour dates</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala concerts</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wants to find music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala lonerism</td>
<td>6,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala alter ego</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala sundown syndrome</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala lucidity</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala half full glass of wine</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lucidity tame impala</td>
<td>390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wants to listen to music

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala torrent</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala youtube</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>youtube tame impala</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala download</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wants to buy physical product

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala poster</td>
<td>1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala album</td>
<td>1,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala vinyl</td>
<td>880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala t shirt</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala shirt</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Wants song info

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Search Volume</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tame impala lyrics</td>
<td>2,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tame impala tabs</td>
<td>480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Your Master Band Keyword List might look something like this.
We grouped our keywords together based on what we think the searcher is trying to accomplish (and where they are in the Fan Journey).

For example, someone searching “tame impala tour” is trying to do something fairly similar to a person searching for “tame impala tickets”. So we grouped those together.

It’s worth pointing out here that some good keywords might not have a lot of search volume. Your keyword list helps you see what’s most important. But if you find relevant keywords that get even a very small amount of searches, don’t ignore them.

Now give this a try with your band name.

Plug keywords into the tool that you think are relevant to your band, keeping in mind all you’ve learned up to this point about your audience and fan journey.

Make a list in Google Docs, Excel, or whatever you like. Record the keyword and the monthly search volumes, like we did in the screenshot above.

This is going to be your SEO Master Keyword List. These are the keywords that are most important for you to pay attention to, and you’ll refer back to it often.
Other Ways to Brainstorm Band Keywords

The keywords you get from the Adwords Keyword Tool are only as good as the seed keywords you give it. It’s also incomplete and imperfect. It won’t give you all possible keywords people actually use.

Whenever you find a keyword with search volume, add it to your list.

So, you’ll need to spend some time digging around and coming up with other seed keywords that you think people may search.

Some places you can dig around are:

- Google Suggest. Basically, start typing ideas into Google, and see what other keywords it suggests.

  ![Google Suggest](image)

*Use Google Suggest to find other keywords people search for.*

- The free Wordtracker tool, which you can find here https://freekeywords.wordtracker.com/

- Google Trends, also free here https://www.google.com/trends/

- Brainstorming anything and everything that people might search related to your band. What about popular bits of lyrics? Other songs titles? The names of each band member?
Plug all of your ideas back into the Adwords tool to find out how much search volume there is. Whenever you find something with volume, add it to your Master Keyword List.

**What To Do When You Get No Searches**

If you've just done this exercise and you're thinking well, this isn't helpful because no one is searching for me, that's ok!

If your band doesn't have a big following yet, not many people will be searching for your band name.

Not much of a surprise there, right?

We went to a show recently by a really talented folk singer called Devarrow who was on tour. We checked the search volume on his name and came up with... nothing.

![Ad group ideas and Keyword ideas table]

Don't be deterred if you find little or no search volume.

If that sounds like you, that's OK. Don't be deterred!

If you're still relatively unknown - maybe you're just starting out - you still want to make sure that even if just one person searches for you, they can find you in Google.

Just because no one is searching for you right now, doesn't mean they won't be later.
Make sure that if even one new fan searches for you, they can find you.

So, for now, just focus on looking professional in search results for your band name. Don’t worry too much about other keywords yet, unless there’s something specific you think people might look for, and don’t spend too much time on SEO just yet.

As you’re building your fan base, every now and again go back to the Keyword Planner tool and check your keyword search volumes to see if people are starting to search for you.

**What To Do When Your Band Name Isn’t Unique**

Let’s just start here by saying: it’s a good idea to Google your band name ideas before you commit, to make sure no one else already has it.

Sharing your band name with other things (other bands, or famous people, or famous things) is going to be a problem for your SEO.

*Sometimes it’s impossible to avoid though.* Like these examples.

**Solo Artists With Common Names**

Unless you have a really unusual name, chances are someone else has the same name as you. So if you’re a solo musician using your own real name, you might end up competing in search engines with people who aren’t even musicians.

There’s a talented local Montreal artist who goes by his own real name: Andrew Johnston. He actually happens to share his name with a few other notable people, including musicians.
A few months ago, we searched his name and found that the most "prominent" Andrew Johnston was actually a musician from the UK who appeared in Britain's Got Talent, and has charted singles.

Are two Andrew Johnston's better than one? No, it's better if you're the only one!

The UK Andrew had a lot more press, so he ranked higher than the Montreal Andrew - who appeared as the 3rd result with his website www.thisisandrewjohnston.com - at the time.

Since then, another Andrew Johnston has risen to fame as a golfer, thanks to a recent big tournament win. This Andrew Johnston now totally dominates the search results for his name.
The more famous you are, the more easily you dominate search results.

Now the Montreal musician Andrew Johnston shows up on the second page of search results, instead of being in the 3rd spot like before. This is a great example of how rankings work when it comes to the names of "notable people". Basically, the most famous person wins.

Google you band name ideas when you first form your band

For fans of the Montreal musician though, this is kind of inconvenient. So they might modify or refine their search term to be more specific,
like adding the hometown. In this particular example, they would actually get the results they want.

![Search Results](image)

A better results page. But the fan had to work harder to find it.

So if you're an artist using your own name, this is something you'll need to be aware of when you're researching your keywords. You might want to look up search volumes for those modified or refined keywords as well.

**Band Names With Words of Famous Things**

Some band names include a word that also happens to be a word used for something else.

The band Of Montreal has this problem. Montreal, of course, is a city. The only thing that distinguishes the band from the city is the word “of.”
So when you search the band name, Google also shows results for the Bank of Montreal, the City of Montreal, and the latest Montreal news.

The city, the bank, or the band? Google isn't sure what we want.

The band actually dominates the search results page for this keyword because they're a pretty popular band, and Google is smart enough to realize you're probably looking for the band because of the “of.”

**Band Names With Common Phrases**

Broken Back is a band whose name also happens to be a pretty common term.
So when you search for their band name in Google, the first page of results is filled with articles related to back injury.

![Search Results](image)

Broken Back does actually rank at the top of the page, but they're going to have to work extra hard, and be more patient, if they want to have more of their pages ranking on the first page for their band name.

If any of these issues apply to you, you may have more difficulty just getting rankings for your own band name. There's not much you can do about it, except get more famous (easy, right?).

The main point here is that, when building your Master Keyword List, you'll need to keep in mind that searches for your band name might be mixed in with searches for the “other thing.”

If you’re an unknown band with 10,000 searches a month for your band name, chances are most people are searching for the
something else with the same name, not your band. But you might be able to do a bit of refinement.

Let’s take “broken back” as an example again, and add a little refinement to the search term in the keyword tool.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search terms</th>
<th>Avg. monthly searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>broken back</td>
<td>9,900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broken back music</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broken back band</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>broken back musician</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are people searching for broken backs, or Broken Back?

It seems pretty obvious here that most searches for “broken back” are by people who are actually looking for information about the back injury, not the band. But with a bit of refinement, we can get a bit of a sense for now many searches there might be for the band.

So, keep this in mind when building your Master Keyword List.

**Understanding The Long Tail Keywords**

We can’t close off a chapter about SEO keywords without mentioning the long tail.

SEO people like to categorize keywords into three main groups:

- **Short tail** (or Fat Head in the graph below). For example “alabama shakes tour”.
‣ **Medium tail** (or Chunky Middle in the graph). For example, “alabama shakes show toronto.”

‣ **Long tail.** For example “when does alabama shakes play next in toronto 2016.”

Here are some other examples of long tail keywords people might use instead of “alabama shakes tour”:

‣ “when is the next alabama shakes show happening in toronto 2016”
‣ “what is the next concert date alabama shakes toronto”
‣ “alabama shakes tour dates toronto may 2016”

And we could probably make a list of another 10,000 variations of those examples.

It’s important to understand that, when people search in Google, about 80% of the time they’ll use a keyword that **only ever gets searched once or twice**. Which means they’ll never show up in your **keyword research**. These are the long tail keywords.

Here’s what your typical long tail graph looks like, courtesy of Moz.
What this graph is telling you is that the top keywords people use to search for your band - in that yellow area to the left - makes up only a small part of the total keywords people use to actually search for you.

So even if you do a super thorough job building your Master Keyword List, it still won’t fully encompass every single search that ever happens related to your band. Because your Master Keyword List only includes short tail keywords.

There are countless different ways fans might search for the same thing

The rest of the searches, in the medium and long tail, will be for keywords that, on an individual basis, get searched very rarely. That’s just a reality of SEO that you need to know about.

But your Master Keyword List will still give you a pretty solid understanding of what people tend to look for when it comes to your band, based on how the short tail keywords are searched.
Chapter 2 Key Takeaway: Build Your Master Keyword List

Now that you know what keyword research is, why it matters, and how to do it, it’s time to research your own band's keywords!

What you need to do now

- Set up your Adwords account to access the Keyword Planner tool, or find another keyword research tool.
- Brainstorm seed keywords for your band.
- Use tools to find even more seed keyword ideas.
- Research your keyword ideas and build your Master Band Keyword List.

In the following chapters we’re going to dig deeper into SEO. You’ll want to have your Master Band Keyword List handy any time you work on your band SEO, and refer back to it so that you know what keywords are the most important to you.

And if your band just doesn't have any keywords with searches yet, then don't worry about it - there's still plenty you can do.
Chapter 3: Get To Know Your SERPs

SERPs? It stands for “search engine results pages.”

Simple enough. Got that out of the way.

If you’re a musician, especially one who cares about your SEO, then SERPs matter a lot to you. We’re going to focus on Google in this eBook because that’s where most people go when they search.

So let’s get into why SERPs matter to you.

Fans can explore your content right from the search results pages

When most people think SEO, they’re thinking about getting good rankings for keywords. But the neat thing about SEO for musicians is that there’s much more to it than that.

When your fans search for you in Google, they can do more than just find you. They can explore your music and content right in search engine results pages, before they even reach your band website or social profiles.

This is thanks to Google’s Knowledge Graph and the cool things they do with it specifically for musicians and fans. We’ll explain that and show you real-life examples in this chapter.

So doing good music SEO means getting to know what your fans are going to experience in SERPs when they search for you, because it’s a direct reflection of your band.
Let's drill that point in: SEO for musicians is about optimizing your online fan experience, when they're searching for your music and content.

SEO for musicians is about optimizing your online fan experience

In fact, you could consider your band keyword SERPs to be another online profile you need to maintain, just like your band website or Facebook page. But unlike your other online profiles, fans will visit your band keyword SERPs when they search for you, whether or not you pay any attention to it.

So let's take a look at some of these band name SERPs, which have different possible components that can change depending on the search term.
Your Band Name SERP

The SERP for your band name is going to be the most important one to you. This is because your band name is probably the **keyword people will use most often** when searching for you.

As an example, let’s see what Google gives us when we search for Zardonic.

This is a pretty typical-looking SERP when you search the name of an established band.
So we've got:

- Zardonic's band [website](#).
- YouTube, Facebook, SoundCloud, Beatport and iTunes profiles.
- A Wikipedia entry.
- Video results embedded in the SERP.
- A Knowledge Panel which has:
  - Images that link to Google Image searches
  - Artist information that links to Wikipedia
  - A link to Zardonic's “official” website
  - Other Wiki-style information like hometown, genre, band members, etc.
  - Album list, that links to SERPs for those album names
  - A list of tour dates, that link to SERPs for those events
  - Social profile icons that link to those profile pages

Other things you sometimes see, that you don't see in the example above, are:

- Twitter feed
- A list of songs in the Knowledge Panel
- Interviews, reviews and news (usually for higher profile artists)
- Tour dates (i.e. Bandsintown profile page)
- Various other kinds of artist profile pages (depending on what you have)
- Google Image results

So, right away here there is a ton of interesting content and information for a fan to look through during the Exploration stage of the Fan Journey. These are all things we can optimize for.

This is really the ideal scenario for you and your fans, as far as your band name SERP goes.
Before they click on any results, fans can already see what you look like, the names of your albums, your upcoming tour dates, and other bits of information.

The thing that really sticks out on this page, of course, is the Knowledge Panel. This is information that’s displayed from Google’s Knowledge Graph.

Google decides for itself what to put there, based on the information it has available from around the internet. But you can influence what’s there by doing - you guessed it - good SEO.

We’ll explain in detail later how you can optimize your Knowledge Panel.

For now you might want to start by just Googling your band name to see what your SERP looks like, and compare it to other established artists to get a better sense of what’s possible.
Your Tour Date SERPs

Google can offer a really **nice experience for your fans** in the SERPs for your **tour dates**. There are a couple of ways they can reach these SERPs.

If there's a **list of tour dates in the band Knowledge Panel** on your band name SERP, like in the image below, fans can click on it and land on a tour date SERP.

*Fans can click here*

*Fans can sometimes reach your tour date SERPS from your band Knowledge Panel.*
They could also reach it by just typing in a search term like “zardonic tour dates”.

Let’s take a look at a tour date SERP.

A great example of a tour date SERP.

So this is really awesome.

We’ve got:

- A scrolling event carousel that shows all tour dates. Each one links to another tour date SERP.
- If the search is for a specific event, you get an Event Card that has:
  - Event date and time
  - Venue address with map
  - Link to your band website
○ There may also be a link to a 3rd party ticket vendor depending on the event

‣ The same Knowledge Panel that appears on your band name SERP.
‣ The “Shows” page from Zardonic's official website.
‣ Bandsintown, Allevents and Eventful event information pages.

Some other things you might see for other events, depending on the circumstances of the show, are:

‣ Paid Google ads, which may appear for major shows when ticket sellers are willing to compete to pay for traffic
‣ Results for ticket resellers
‣ Results from the venue website
‣ Opening act artist website

For a fan who wants to go to a show, there's tons of great information here to explore before they even carry on to another website.

Google has made it possible for bands to create a rich fan experience in search engines

We'll explain in detail how to optimize your tour information later.

The point is, Google has gone to the trouble of making it possible for bands to create a rich fan experience on these pages, but it's up to you to take advantage of it by feeding Google with the right information.

Bandzoogle, by the way, makes this really easy for you when you use our Events feature, because we automatically add structured data to your website when you add events. Bandzoogle is the only website
builder that is recognized by Google for event markup. We’ll talk more about that later.

Bandzoogle Member Tip

Add your show dates to our Events feature to make them show up in Google. Here’s how:

- Click Add Content and choose the Events feature.
- Click Add Event to enter in your show details: the event name, location, and date.
- Then save and you’re good to go!

If you have some tour dates coming up, take some time to Google your event names and dates to see how easy it is for fans to find your show information and tickets in the SERPs. Compare what you find to the tour date SERPs of established artists, to see what’s possible.

Your Album Name SERPs

Google can provide a rich experience for your fans in SERPs when they search for your album names.

If you’ve discovered, from doing your keyword research, that your fans are already searching for your album names, this is going to be particularly useful to you. But even if they don’t, you can still optimize this assuming you have at least one album released.

Album name SERPS are today’s version of what Tower Records used to be.
There are a couple of ways fans can come across your album name SERPs.

If your albums are listed in the Knowledge Panel for your band, fans can click on them and land on your album SERP.

They could also get to the album SERP by just searching for something to do with your albums. Like this, for the keyword “mudhoney albums”.

![A typical SERP when you search for a band's discography.](image)

In this case we searched for Mudhoney's albums in general, so we get their whole discography.

Mudhoney - being musical legends - have an extensive discography. Fans can explore their albums and tracks, watch music videos from the album on YouTube, and easily find links to buy the music.

That’s what you want, so that fans can more easily discover, peruse, and maybe even buy your music. In a way, you could say that the
album name SERPS are today's version of what **Tower Records** used to be.

So to summarize what we find in this general album SERP:

- An album carousel card
- The band's Knowledge Panel to the right
- The band's official website (**ahem... powered by Bandzoogle!**)
- Several Wikipedia entries (most bands would probably have just one)
- Places to buy the album (Discogs)
- Press (in this case a chart listing)

If your band isn't as legendary as Mudhoney, instead of an album carousel you'll probably get a navigation card instead, like this. Same thing, different look.

![Google Search Screenshot](https://via.placeholder.com/150x150)

*This is likely what your album SERP will have.*

There are some other variations of this too, depending on what your discography looks like. If you don't have any albums at all, then of course you won't see anything special showing up.
Now, what if we want to see the SERP for a specific album?

If we (or a fan) click on one of the albums in the album list navigation card at the top of the general album SERP, we get a **specific album SERP**.

Try it at home (it’s safe, we promise) and notice how the search term has been entered for the actual album name itself, in the search bar at the top.

We (or a fan) might also reach this page by simply searching “mudhoney vanishing point” in Google.

This SERP now shows **results specific to that particular album**, and the Knowledge Panel on the right side also **now shows information for the album** specifically (instead of information about the band).
For a fan this is a perfect experience for exploring your music

So, for a fan this is a perfect experience for exploring your music, with a really helpful diversity of content and information.

We’ll get into the details later on optimizing your music for SEO. But generally think about the different kinds of content you’d like to see here, like 3rd party reviews and digital distro, that you can work on getting.

An optimized album SERP can help your fans to move through the Exploration and Purchase phases of the Fan Journey. Good for them, and good for you.

Like before, a good place to start here would be to Google your album names, and see how your SERPs compare to established artists.
Your Song Name SERPs

Google provides rich SERPs when fans search for your specific song titles.

Like before, there are two ways fans might reach these SERPs.

They can click on a track name from the album or band name SERP. Or, they can search for a specific song in Google.

A typical SERP when you search for a specific song name.

For a fan there’s all kinds of great stuff here, even beyond just the track itself. It’s kind of awesome.
We get:

- A song list navigation card with other singles from Mudhoney. Sometimes you see the other tracks from the same album.
- A Knowledge Panel for the song that includes:
  - A video still with a link to the video on YouTube
  - Wiki-style links about the song, such as the artist, album, release date, etc. They all point to other SERPs.
  - Because this song has legendary status and has been covered a lot, we also see a list of other recordings of it, with links to other SERPs.
- A variety of other website results including lyrics and Wikipedia entries.

Sometimes you might also see Google Image results showing cover art and band shots.

If a fan has searched for your song name, chances are they heard it somewhere and wanted to hear it again. So this is the kind of **content-rich page** you want to **provide to these fans**, so that they can explore your music.

Some bands are smart about this and publish a video on YouTube for every one of their songs, even if some just show a cover art still as the video.

We'll share more details later in this eBook on how to optimize your tracks for SEO. But think about the kinds of content you’d want fans to find here, like song reviews, videos, or lyrics.
Chapter 3 Key Takeaway: Get To Know Your SERPs

Google SERPs can be a really powerful tool for you to expose your music and content to fans during the Exploration and Purchase phases of the Fan Journey.

By optimizing your band SEO to enhance your keyword SERPs, you can offer a rich online fan experience that can encourage fans to listen to more of your music and get to know your band - and maybe buy a concert ticket or download an album.

In the following chapters we'll dig deeper into the technical details for optimizing your structured data to get all of those fancy Knowledge Panel results. We'll also explain how to optimize your band website, videos, and other SEO ideas and best practices.

Meanwhile, take some time to get to know your own SERPS.

What you need to do now

- Google your band name, tour dates, album and song names, and anything else you came up with during your keyword research.
- As you go, try to see things from the perspective of a fan.
- Google established artists to compare with. Take note of what SERP visibility they have, and how it differs from yours.

Hopefully you'll come out of this with a strong understanding of where you need to go with your band's SEO. Now we'll get into the nitty gritty on how to do it.
Chapter 4: Optimize Your Band Website for SEO

If SEO is important to you as a musician, then having a website for your band is arguably the most important factor. But just having one isn’t quite enough. You need to optimize it for search engines.

Before you start optimizing your website you should have a pretty good sense of what you want to accomplish with your SEO, and at least a rough strategy about how to do it. Hopefully the previous chapters of this eBook have helped you do that.

If you’re ready, and you know what needs to be done…. Let’s do it.

Key Factors for Band Website SEO

The general topic of optimizing a website for SEO is just way too big to cover in this eBook. So we’ll focus on issues that are more specific to band websites.

Before we get into details though, we’ll start by offering a broad overview and linking out to good resources for general SEO advice, so that you can do more research if you wish.

Broadly speaking, the general key factors for optimizing your band website for SEO can be broken down into the following four main groups:

1. Content Delivery

Optimizing your content delivery is about making sure your website is fast, secure, and user-friendly on all devices. That means having (among other things) fast hosting, a CDN, caching, an SSL certificate,
responsive HTML and CSS, and a whole bunch of other technical stuff that only a web developer understands.

If you use Bandzoogle, we take care of these things for you. We constantly optimize the speed of Bandzoogle websites, and all of our themes are responsive.

2. Website Structure
Optimizing your website structure is about organizing and structuring your website so that search engines can easily crawl through it, access all of your content, and understand what it’s “seeing”. That means having a clear page hierarchy, linking your pages together properly, having a good HTML and XML sitemap, and so on. It also means cleaning up the very common and usually-misunderstood issue of duplicate content.

It’s mostly up to you to structure your website content for SEO, but if you use Bandzoogle we take care of some of these things for you.

3. On-Page Content
Optimizing your on-page content is about making sure the content on each page on your website is organized and descriptive. This means having clean code and plenty of well-made content, using keywords appropriately, making sure all of the content is readable by search engines, and addressing a really specific topic on each page.

You can learn more about on-page SEO here. Using Bandzoogle helps you with some of this, but it’s up to you to put great content on your pages.
4. Popularity and Links

Optimizing your popularity and links is about other people around the internet talking about you, mentioning your name or music, and linking to you. It’s also about you making sure that all of your different profiles around the web link to each other. You can get the general idea here, but we’ll talk about this more next.

Your Band Website as Your Hub

A lot of bands don’t have their own website.

Some would say that just using Bandcamp and Bandsintown is good enough. That might work for some, but if you care about your band’s SEO, it is simply not good enough. You’re at a disadvantage if you don’t have your own website with its own domain name.

And no, pointing your domain to your Bandcamp profile is not the same thing.

You’re at a disadvantage with SEO if you don’t have your own band

We looked at many examples while preparing this eBook, and the bands that didn’t have their own well-optimized website - even established bands - had major issues with their SERPs.

For example, at the time of our research, Craig Finn (of The Hold Steady) was on a solo tour, and he didn’t have his own website for his solo project. When you searched “craig finn tour dates” you found very little information aside from Songkick and Bandsintown pages. There was no Event Carousel, and no Knowledge Panel.
He has since launched his own website but even now, at time of writing, you still don't find a Knowledge Panel for that search term.

Cra...
Every piece of information that’s publicly available about you on the internet is part of your entity. That information can be far-flung and disconnected, but Google is great at connecting the dots - especially if you help Google out by doing good SEO.

Your band entity

When properly optimized, Google will recognize all of your profile pages and social accounts as being a part of your entity, and your website as being the hub of it all. That helps Google understand what
your entity is, and show the right content to people when they search for you.

Google knows how popular your band is compared to other band

Google as a rule should give priority to your website over every other website in all cases, when it comes to ranking for your band keywords, so long as your website has all of the information it needs.

That’s the key thing. Using your band website, you can control your fan experience. Your website aggregates all of your band’s content around the web. That’s what Google likes to see.

So if you don’t have a website for your band yet stop reading right now, go make one, and then come back to continue reading.

**Linking Up the Hub**

Even though Google is great at connecting the dots, it still needs help. That’s a big part of what SEO is.

Linking your properties together helps Google understand all of your content on the web as being part of your entity. Your website is the hub of your entity, so you need to link it up to help Google connect the dots.

Link to your website from all of your band profiles and any other content that you control anywhere on the web. Never use a URL shortener - always just the plain URL of your website.

Just like what BOYCUT did on their Facebook page here.

Easy.
Link to your band website from everywhere you possibly can.

You can easily add links to your site from places like your:

- Facebook page
- Twitter page
- Instagram page
- YouTube channel About page
- YouTube video descriptions
- SoundCloud profile
- SoundCloud track descriptions
- Wikipedia entry
- Bandcamp page
- Bandsintown page

These are just the most common ones, but you get the picture.

So what you can do now is take an inventory of all of your band's social profiles and other pages around the internet, and link to your band website from all of them.
You can also do the reverse. Add links from your website to your various profiles around the web.

Bandzoogle Member Tip

Adding links is as easy as typing! You can link to any website url with these steps:

- Type out your text in a Text feature. A few words, or even the url will work well.
- Highlight that text.
- Click the chainlink button to insert your link.
- Type in or paste the link.
- That's it! You can add as many links as you'd like, to any text feature on any page.

Optimizing Navigation & Indexation

Most band websites are small and don't have many pages (compared to, say, Amazon.com). So Google shouldn't have too much trouble accessing all of your pages. This is especially true if you use a platform like Bandzoogle, because a lot of this is already taken care of for you.

If you use another CMS like Wordpress, you'll have to be careful because you need to know how to do a lot of things yourself.

If you want to make sure your website is well-optimized, read up on regular ol' onsite SEO. You can learn from generic advice that applies to any kind of website.

Here are a few basics though, to ensure that Google can easily crawl through your band website and read all of your content.
Google Search Console
The Google Search Console can be very useful. If you want to nerd out on search data, you’ll especially like this.

Create a Google Search Console account for your website. You’ll need to follow some steps to verify your website and activate your account. Bandzoogle has a tool to help make this a little easier for you.

We won’t get into details about this tool, but there is a whole bunch of information in there that Google provides about your website in the search engines. So poke around and see what’s there.

Bandzoogle Member Tip
Help Google discover your pages in just a few steps within your website account!

• First, navigate to Site-Wide Settings, and choose Sitemaps.
• Here, you will be able to verify your site with Google, and submit your sitemap with the help of Google Webmaster Tools.
• Do it once, and you’re done!
Clean URL Structure

Make sure your website page URLs are simple, clean, organized, descriptive.

Here’s a made-up example of what the URLs on a band website might look like, in an ideal scenario:

- http://hiatuskaiyote.com
    - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/shows
    - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/shows/live-at-aria
    - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/shows/house-concert
  - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/listen
  - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music
    - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/choose-your-weapon
      * http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/choose-your-weapon/choose-your-weapon
      * http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/choose-your-weapon/shaolin-monk-motherfunk
    - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/tawk-tomahawk
      * http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/tawk-tomahawk/mobius-streak
      * http://hiatuskaiyote.com/buy-music/tawk-tomahawk/the-world-it-softly-lulls
  - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/images
  - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/videos
  - http://hiatuskaiyote.com/contact

Notice how all of the URLs are clean? There are no weird symbols, like hashtags or exclamation marks.
Sometimes complex URLs are fine - and necessary - especially for large dynamic websites. But in your case, with a small, simple website, they probably aren't necessary. So generally your URLs should be clean and simple.

In the example above the **URLs are clearly named** so that you can understand at a glance what the content of the site would be. Everything is neatly organized in a **folder structure**. That's the ideal scenario.

---

**Make sure your website page URLs are simple, clean, organized, descriptive**

It's not hard to do, but it's often overlooked and is important for a couple of reasons:

1. It helps Google understand **what the page is and where it fits** on your website.
2. The URL appears in the SERPs. If it's ugly, fans are less likely to click on it. A descriptive URL helps fans understand **what they're clicking on** and navigating to.
Here's a basic example of good clean, descriptive URLs used by a Bandzoogle member.

**London has Fallen**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com  
Official website of London has Fallen, an alternative band from Peoria, Illinois. Latest album "Breathe" available now.

**London has Fallen - Press Kit**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/press  
Official Electronic Press Kit for London has Fallen featuring high resolution photos of the band, booking information, reviews, and more.

**About London has Fallen**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/about  
London has Fallen band bio, member information, and photos of the band.

**London has Fallen - Store**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/store  
Official merch store for London has Fallen! Shirts, CDs, and more. Purchase direct from the band to show your support!

**London has Fallen - Contact**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/contact  
Get in touch with London has Fallen here! Questions, orders, and everything else!

**London has Fallen - Music**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/music  
All the music, all available for free! London has Fallen's entire discography, as well as digital downloads available here.

**London has Fallen - Blogs**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/blogs  
Blogs. London has Fallen, an alternative group from Peoria, Illinois.

**London has Fallen - Shows**  
www.londonhasfallenband.com/shows  
Shows. London has Fallen, an alternative group from Peoria, Illinois.

Give your band website a clean, descriptive URL structure.

What you can do now is check all of the URLs of your band website. If there are any that need to be improved, edit them (but be sure to use 301 redirects when you do).

There's a really good chance that you're not aware of all of the page URLs your website has. There are probably more than you realize. To find and check all of your page URLs, you can look at your sitemap (if your CMS generates one). Otherwise you can use a free crawling tool like this one.
Checking Your Site Index

Another way to explore under the hood of your website structure is to take a look at what Google has in its index for your website. This can be a pretty informative way to get a sense for how Google sees your site.

Enter “site:[yoursite.com]” into Google. Like this:

A simple trick to see what Google sees on your website.

When you use this “site command” search operator, Google shows you the URLs it has found for a website and added to its index. You also get to see how Google displays your website pages in SERPs (generally).
A typical band website should be fairly simple. You shouldn’t have hundreds of strange-looking URLs indexed, and they should match the URL structure you made (as in the previous example).

If you have hundreds of URLs, or a lot of URLs that point to the same page, or a lot of ugly looking URLs showing up, you might have a problem. This can happen if you have a poorly configured Wordpress site, for example.

If that’s the case for you, you should clean up your website structure and fix any duplicate content issues.

**Title Tags & Meta Descriptions**

Optimizing your title tag is standard SEO advice, because it’s easy, simple and important.

Your title tag and meta description don't appear on your website, but Google uses them in its SERPs. If you make them look nice and descriptive, yours fans can more easily understand what they're seeing, and will be more likely to click to your website instead of others.
Let's take a look at a (bad) example:

What a not-so-good title tag and meta description look like in the SERPs.

The title tag in this example could be more descriptive than simply “Conor Oberst | Shows”.

Conor Oberst (’s website person) didn’t actually add a meta description to that page either, so Google is just pulling whatever text it wants from the page to populate the description in SERPs.

(Also, you might have noticed that even the URL is not very good.)

That’s not ideal for fans, because frankly it’s kind of ugly.

Conor Oberst would be better off with a title tag and description that looks more like this:

*Tour Dates & Tickets | Conor Oberst*

www.conoroberst.com/tour

Conor Oberst is on a North American and European tour for his latest album, Ruminations. Check the concert calendar and buy tickets for a show in your city.

*This is closer to what you want your SERP result to look like.*

Looks nicer, doesn’t it?
The clean, descriptive text helps Google understand the page better. It's also more likely to get clicked by fans when they're searching, which is important to you. You can preview how yours might look in the SERPs with a tool like this one.

A page with a nice title tag and description is more likely to get clicked by fans

Basic title tag and description optimization ground rules:

- You may have heard advice that keywords are really important to have in title tags. This is true. But we suggest you simply focus on making them descriptive and complete, so that they really describe the content of the page. Be straightforward and to-the-point.

- Make sure your band name is included at least once in every single title tag and meta description, on every page. Make them look nice and consistent across pages. A good lead to follow is the title tag in the example above, where the band name is added to the end and separated by a pipe “|” symbol.

- Never use the same title tag or meta description twice. Each one should be unique for each page.

What you can do now is review the title tags and meta descriptions for all pages of your band website. Write or rewrite them as needed, to include your band name and a good descriptive reflection of the content of the page.
Here are some good instructions on how to do it properly for your website:

https://moz.com/learn/seo/title-tag

https://moz.com/learn/seo/meta-description

If you're using Bandzoogle, you can easily edit title tags and meta descriptions on your site in the SEO options for each page.

**Bandzoogle Member Tip**

- Add your band keywords to your page title and page description in a few clicks!
- Look in your Edit Content area, Pages, then click the pencil beside your page name.
- Under Advanced settings, you can work in your keywords per page.
- Change these up on each page, at any time!

**Content Pages for Keywords**

Sometimes, for some keywords, you might not particularly want your website to rank #1 in search results.

That might sound counterintuitive, because SEO doesn't usually work that way. But remember, we're optimizing the fan experience here, we're not necessarily trying to get your website to outrank your other profiles.

A good example is when fans search for individual track names. You might actually prefer fans to find your song on YouTube, SoundCloud, Spotify or iTunes, because for some that might be a better place to explore and buy your music.
For a fan, your band website might not actually offer the best experience.

**SEO for musicians is about optimizing the fan experience**

But for other keywords, it might be preferable for fans to find your website.

It's up to you to **decide what the ideal fan experience is** for different searches, and what's best for your band too.

Here are some examples where your website might offer the best experience - we're going to pick on Kamasi Washington now:

- kamasi washington bio
  - *Fans want to learn about who you are, and your website is ideal for that*

- kamasi washington tour
  - *You might want to sell them concert tickets directly from your website*

- kamasi washington merch
  - *If you sell your merch from your site commission-free*

- kamasi washington buy album
  - *If you sell your music from your site commission-free*
Let's check out a specific example of that.

There are several problems here that might not be obvious at first glance:

- Kamasi Washington's website is ranked 1st but he doesn't have a merch page. So fans land on the homepage, where they're then forced to keep poking around to find what they're looking for.
- Kamasi's real official merch store is on the Benchmark Merchandising website, which isn't even ranked in the Top 5 for the search term. Plus, it's not clear from the SERP that it's even his official store.
- His Bandcamp merch page is ranked 2nd, but it currently doesn't sell any merch - only physical music formats.
- There are actually 3rd party sellers in the SERPs just below Kamasi's official store, who might just steal away business from the artist himself. That seller is even paying for ads in the right column of the SERP, as you can see. That's actual lost revenue for the artist, and a missed opportunity to connect with the fan.

So, Kamasi Washington's SEO for his merch-related keywords is basically a mess. Sure, a dedicated fan will most likely find the merch store, but only after poking around a bit. SEO for musicians is about
optimizing the fan experience - making it easier for the fans to find what they want more quickly. Especially when merch revenue is at stake!

There is a simple solution to his problem, which is to create a dedicated merch page on his website where he displays, and ideally sells, his merch. This page would probably rank #1 for merch-related keywords, and he would be able to control the fan experience on his own site. It would appear more trustworthy as well. A fan who wants to buy merch from the artist may prefer to buy directly from his website.

The lesson for you here is to make sure that you understand and have a plan for what your ideal fan experience is, for your different band keywords.

If you prefer that fans land on your website instead of external profile pages for a certain keyword/topic, then make a dedicated page on your website for it. Fill the page with great content, including text (no fluff), and optimize the page (title tags and meta descriptions, etc).

A great example of this - worth pointing out - is for searches for bits of lyrics of your songs. If people are searching for your lyrics, you may want to make sure they can find them on Genius or MetroLyrics. It's easy enough to add them.
But... why let those websites get all of that traffic, when you could get it yourself? It is your traffic after all, in a sense. Why not add pages to your band website with your song lyrics, so that people land on your website when searching for your lyrics? That way you can control your fan experience, in an environment that's branded to you.

**Bandzoogle Member Tip**

- Add your lyrics to the songs on your website with just a few clicks!
- Once you have added Music, click on the track, then Add Lyrics.
- Type them out or paste them in and you're good to go!
Remember, Google will generally give your band website preference over other websites for the rankings of any keywords related to your band. All you have to do is have the content on your website.

**Be Wise About Widgets**

It’s very common for bands to use widgets on their band websites, and that’s ok. There are plenty of good reasons to use widgets.

But, there is also a very good reason to use them wisely. It’s common to see a page on a band website that has only a widget on it and nothing else.

Like Hiatus Kaiyote does on their website with a Spotify widget.

![Spotify widget on Hiatus Kaiyote's website](image)

*Hiatus Kaiyote embedded a Spotify widget on their website to offer music previews.*
There are a few reasons that this could be a problem for your band website.

The first problem is that you don't know whether or not Google can see the content in the widget. Just because you can see it doesn't mean Google can. Many widgets are ok but some are not SEO friendly - it's out of your control.

And if Google can't see the content in the widget, then as far as it's concerned there is no content there. Which means, as far as Google is concerned, you basically have an empty page. Not good for SEO.

The second problem is that the content in a widget is duplicated from somewhere else. Google doesn't like duplicate content and may, effectively, ignore it.

The third problem is that, if you care about your schema markup - and you should - some widgets may not offer that markup where you need it.

There are some simple solutions to these problems. To prevent duplicate content or empty pages, you can simply make sure to always have other text content on a page, along with the widget. It should be unique content that only exists on that page and nowhere else.

You can also check pages where you rely on widgets to display music or events to make sure the correct schema is there, using Google's Structured Data Testing Tool. We'll get into more detail on schema for musicians later in this eBook.

So what you can do now is check all pages of your website where you use widgets. Make sure there is other content on the page other than what's being displayed from the widget, and make sure there's schema where there should be.
If there isn’t any content, think about what kind of text content you can add to your page (even if it’s just a little bit), and add it. If there isn’t any schema where you need it to be, consider using a different widget.

**PR, Not Backlinks**

If you’ve read other SEO advice, no doubt you’ve heard about the importance of backlinks. But a lot of SEO advice about backlinks is misleading.

**Backlinks are extremely important for SEO,** and the more links you have pointing to your website from authoritative external pages the better. But as an artist you don’t need to spend a lot of time worrying about that, and you certainly don't need to pay someone to “get you backlinks”.

Instead, worry about getting genuine press coverage. Backlinks will come naturally when blogs and magazines are talking about you, and Google will notice the buzz.

Backlinks will come naturally when blogs are talking about you

With that being said, while you’re doing PR or social media, get natural backlinks where you can. Make sure the press knows about your band website, so that when they do link to you, they link to your actual band website and not to one of your other profile pages.

You can get an idea of who’s linking to your website in your Google Search Console, which gives you a sampling of your backlinks.
Use your Google Webmaster Tools Search Console to see who's linking to your website.

You can also check Open Site Explorer, a free tool that gives you some data on your website's backlinks.

You can also use Open Site Explorer to see who's linking to your website.
In addition to backlinks, citations - mentions of your band name, even when there is no backlink - are also important. When you use digital distro to release your albums, this can help you get a lot of citations quickly on authoritative websites.
Chapter 4 Key Takeaway: Optimize Your Band Website for SEO

This was a whirlwind tour of band website SEO optimization. There’s a lot to know, but you can focus on a few key things that will go a long way.

What you need to do now

- Build a slick, fast, mobile-optimized website for your band
- Interlink your website with all of your other profiles around the web
- Make sure your website has a clean, organized structure
- Make sure each page on your website is SEO-friendly and optimized
- Build pages on your website to target keywords that you want to rank for
- Take a careful look at any widgets you use on your website to create content
- Do as much online PR and buzz-building as you can, and get natural backlinks where possible

Your website isn’t the only thing that matters for your band SEO, but it’s one of the most important. So it’s worth taking the time to make the right optimizations in the right places.
Chapter 5: Get a Band Knowledge Panel

For musicians and bands, one of the most basic SEO achievements you can make is to get a Knowledge Panel to appear for your band keyword searches.

Earlier in this eBook we talked about the different types of search results pages that matter to you as a musician. The key to unlocking many of the rich search features offered by Google for musicians and fans is to get your basic Knowledge Panel working.

So... why do we care about getting a Knowledge Panel?

Having a Knowledge Panel helps people during the Exploration phase of the Fan Journey. It helps people get to know your band and become fans. At a glance, before they even click on a website, they can see your photos, bio snippet, and other detailed information.

Let’s zoom in on an example that we used earlier in this eBook, of a complete-looking Knowledge Panel for Zardonic.
A great example of a complete artist Knowledge Panel.

Ton's of great stuff there for fans.
For a less established band, a knowledge panel may look a little more simple, at least to start with. Like this one for Robert Bruey:

![Knowledge Panel Example](image)

All of this information in the Knowledge Panel comes from Google's Knowledge Graph, and reflects what Google knows about your “entity.”

Your entity is basically the “thing” that is your band, or you as a musician - at least, as far as how Google views you. If you want to nerd out a little, you can have a bit of fun looking up your own entity. You might be surprised to find you already have one.

What we need to do is spoon feed the Knowledge Graph with knowledge about your band, in a way that it can easily understand and organize. The information that appears in your Knowledge Panel depends, in part, on the knowledge Google has available about you.
You need to spoon feed google with knowledge about your brand

Once you feed Google with that knowledge, it will decide for itself how to display it in search result pages.

One really important caveat to all of this though, is that whether or not Google decides to show a Knowledge Panel for your band keywords depends a whole lot on how notable - in other words famous, or established - you are. Don’t let that hold you back, but keep it in mind.

So, let’s introduce Google to your band.

Establish Your Google Accounts

Perhaps the most obvious way to create a presence for your band entity in Google is to just tell Google directly. They give us a way to do that, even if it’s a little convoluted. Doing this alone won’t give you a Knowledge Panel, but it’s a good place to start.

The first thing you'll need to do is log into your Google account, or create a new one if you don't already have one. Then, as you follow the next steps, make sure you're always logged into the same Google account.

#1: Create a Google My Business Account

The first order of business is to tell Google that you're a “thing.” And not just any thing, but a band or artist specifically. You can do that by creating a Google My Business account for your brand (band).
Yes, this is going to create a Google+ page for your band. No, you don't have to use it or even remember that it exists. The most important thing is that once you do this, you've indicated to Google that you're an entity.

**#2: Manage your Brand Account**

After doing the first step, you'll now have a Brand account for your band, which you can manage.
As you can see, Bandzoogle, like many brands, has a Brand account. And of course your band (or you as an artist) is also a brand.

Your Brand account management page might look a little bit different from Bandzoogle’s. Go into your Brand account and add links to your all of your band profiles around the web, and any other info you can.
#3: Add your Music to Google Play

Uploading your music to Google Play is a simple way to provide Google with more detailed information about your entity - specifically, your music. Not to mention the other added benefits of having a presence on Google Play, which we won’t get into here. **Add your music to Google Play to**

It's not entirely clear whether Google uses the data from Google Play to populate the Knowledge Panel, but it seems like a no-brainer that feeding structured information directly to Google itself would be advantageous.

So, if you haven't already, we suggest you head over to Google Play and add your music. If you prefer to use a digital distributor rather than do it yourself, that's probably fine too.

#4: Register Your Site in Search Console

Finally you'll want to connect your Brand account to your band website. It's not enough to simply link to your website from your Google accounts - after all, you could link to any website. You need to verify that you actually own the website, and that way Google can
connect your official website to your entity. This is a step that Google specifically recommends, so it should be done.

You do this by adding your website to Google Search Console.

Add your band website to your Search Console and verify it. If you use Bandzoogle, we make verification pretty easy for you using the HTML tag.

Bandzoogle Member Tip

- Verify your website quickly in your Sitemaps area. Click on Site-Wide Settings in the Edit Content area to find this option!
- All you need to do is paste in your HTML tag from your Google Webmaster Tools account, and hit Save. Google will detect it and verify your website from there.

Once you've followed these steps, you'll have associated all of this information by connecting it under a single Google account. Google will now know that your band exists. It will have data about your band including your music and other content, as well as your other band profiles around the web. It will know what your official website is. And it will know that you are the official representative of the entity.
A nice added bonus is that once you become the official representative of your entity, and once you get a Knowledge Panel, you can suggest a change directly to your Knowledge Panel. That way, you may be able to fix any issues you have with it, once it's there.

Create a Wikipedia Entry

If you look at the Knowledge Panels of other artists, you might notice that they usually have a link pointing to the artist's Wikipedia page, just under their bio near the top. Like this:

Delaney Gibson
Singer

delaneygibson.com

Delaney Gibson is an American singer-songwriter who has recorded three solo albums, The Worst Kind of Way, Hurricanes and Forget Me Nots and Tall Like the Tree. Wikipedia

Born: Panama City, Florida, United States
Education: California State University, Northridge

A link in Delaney's knowledge panel links to her Wikipedia entry.

Google relies on Wikipedia to show biographical information in the Knowledge Panel. It also helps Google identify you as an entity.

Creating a new Wikipedia entry is not that simple unfortunately. Wikipedia has strict guidelines for approving new entries. We wrote a post about this on our blog that can guide you towards successfully getting a Wikipedia page for your band.

We recommend you make your page entry as thorough, organized, and well-written as you can. No shortcuts. And absolutely make sure
you link from your Wikipedia page to your band website - Google specifically recommends this.

If any of your band members happen to be notable enough individually to have their own Wikipedia page, do that too.

So what you can do now is head over to Wikipedia and create an entry for your band, or edit your entry if you already have one, to make it as complete as possible. Be thorough and follow the best practices advice we’ve provided.

**Create a Wikidata.org Entry**

It might seem redundant after making a Wikipedia page, but Google gets its Knowledge Graph data from Wikidata as well.

The information you enter into Wikidata is similar to Wikipedia, but it’s more structured. That’s why Google likes it for their Knowledge Graph - it’s easier for a computer to understand.

Keep information about your band that’s online organized and consistent everywhere

Go to wikidata.org and do a search to see if you’re already there.

If you are there already, then just edit your entry to add more complete and detailed information. If not, then you’ll need to create a new “item”.
The form will look something like this:

```
Create a new item

Language:
en
Label:
enter a label in English

Description:
enter a description in English

Aliases, pipe-separated:
enter some aliases in English

Create
```

_The starting point for creating a new Wikidata entry for your band._

We won't go through it step-by-step here, but it should be fairly self-explanatory.

Just be sure to keep the information about your band online organized and consistent with what's found in other places on the internet (like your Wikipedia page). And make it as **complete as you possibly can.** No shortcuts here either!

So now, you can head over to [Wikidata](https://wikidata.org) and create an entry for your band, or edit your entry if you already have one, to make it as complete as possible. Be thorough and follow the best practices advice we've provided.
Create a MusicBrainz Entry

MusicBrainz is kind of like the Wikipedia of music.

Google specifically recommends artists add their band information to MusicBrainz if they want a Knowledge Panel in their band SERPs. So it’s a must-do.

MusicBrainz have their own set of rules on how to contribute. You’ll probably want to get familiar with them, and then create an account.

First, check to make sure you’re not already there, and if so just review and edit your entry as needed. If not, then go ahead and add your band’s information.

Add any album and song information you have too. Again, be as thorough and detailed as possible, and make sure the information you add here is identical to the information you’ve added to Wikipedia and Wikidata.

Also, absolutely make sure to include your band website in your MusicBrainz profile - Google specifically recommends this too. So now
you can head on over to MusicBrainz and create an entry for your band, or edit your entry if you already have one, to make it as complete as possible. **Be thorough** and follow the best practices advice we've provided.

### Optimize Your Images

The previous steps will cover a lot of the biographical information about your band for the Knowledge Panel. But it's also nice to have a selection of different images to show fans as well, like this Knowledge Panel for Kaia Kater.

![Band images from around the web pulled into the Knowledge Panel.](image)

Obviously Google can't simply look at an image and know it's you. We need to **indicate that** to Google. In truth, the way Google chooses these images is not that clear to anyone outside of Google themselves. But here are some tips to help things along.

Firstly, of course, you have to have **enough images of your band** on the internet for Google to use. So, start there - get a variety of different band images online for Google to find. You'll notice that Google only shows **headshot-style images** in the Knowledge Panel, not abstract images such as landscapes. So make sure you're putting **high-quality**
**promo shots** online that actually showcase you - as in, your face (or faces, if you're a band).

---

**Bandzoogle Member Tip**

- It's easy to add your promotional images to your website!
- You can upload images to any pages, like your Home page, Press Kit page, or Photos page.
- Click Add Feature and choose Image, then upload your photo.
- Want to add several images? No problem!
- Click Add Feature and choose Photo Gallery to upload and arrange your photos.

---

Secondly, optimize the promo shot images that are on your band website by making sure your band name is in the **image alt text and file name**.

The alt text is found only in the HTML where the image is placed, inside the `<img>` tag. Here's a made-up example of how that might look in the code:

```html
<img src="http://www.kaiakater.com/images/kaia-kater-promo-shot.jpg" 
alt="Kaia Kater Promo Shoot">
```

Notice how the words “kaia kater” are included in the image **file name**, as well as the **alt text**? That's the idea.

When supplying **promo images to media**, try to make sure they do the same thing on their websites as well, because Google might use those images too.

Another trick is to use **YouTube thumbnails**, which is where Google is getting Kaia Katers’ main image from currently. If you have a video on
your YouTube channel that you can **produce a nice still** from, make it into a thumbnail.

![Image](image-url)

*Google is showing a YouTube video thumbnail in the Knowledge Graph.*

Another trick you can try is to **suggest a main feature image** directly in the Knowledge Panel, as long as you already have a basic Knowledge Panel showing, and you're an official representative of your entity. Your suggestion may or may not be accepted, but it's one more thing you can try.

One last tip: make sure your Google Brand account has one or more promotional images associated with it. This is an easy way to directly associate a relevant image to your entity.

There isn't really any hard-and-fast rule for Knowledge Panel images, but these tips should get you started.

**All of the same tips also apply to albums and songs,** by the way. If you have an image that is specific to an album or single, like cover art, make sure you optimize the alt text as well.
So what you can do now is go through all of the images on your site and **optimize them** as we described. Optimize your **YouTube video thumbnails** if you can. And try to make sure your images are also optimized when you're **getting press**, by sending images with good file names, and maybe even requesting that they add alt text.
Chapter 5 Key Takeaway: Introduce Your Music to Google

Getting a Knowledge Panel for your band involves providing Google with the right structured information, in the places where Google specifically looks for that information.

While that's not the only thing you need to do, it's one of the important steps. You might also need to become more established, and you'll also want to optimize the structured data on your own band website, which we're going to cover in detail in the next chapter.

What you need to do now

- Establish your Google accounts, including adding your music to Google Play
- Create a Wikipedia entry for your band
- Create a Wikidata entry for your band
- Create a MusicBrainz entry for your band
- Optimize your artist images
- Make sure all of the information you enter, everywhere, is consistent and as detailed as possible

You may need to be patient, and you're never guaranteed to get a Knowledge Panel for your band name - or even to keep it once you have it, for that matter. There are other factors - like competition and notability - that affect your chances.

But taking these specific steps should bring you a lot closer to getting a Knowledge Panel for your band. And once you have that, then you can take it even further by adding more information, and getting other rich SERP features like the Event Carousel.
Chapter 6: Optimize Your Band Schema for SEO

Schema is one of those things that, as a musician, you might have heard about but probably don't want to have to learn. It's pretty technical and easy to get wrong.

So we'll try to simplify it for you in this chapter, and give you some easy shortcuts.

Schema is, in a general sense, a fancy technical way of tagging information on the internet to make it structured so that computers (like search engines) can understand it better. It's markup that's added to specific types of information on a regular website, like event listings, hidden in the code where only search engines will see it.

Google uses this structured data for their Knowledge Graph in a big way.

As Google themselves say: “When information is highly structured and predictable, search engines can more easily organize and display it in creative ways.”

Schema is a fancy technical way of tagging information on the internet to make it structured for computers

So... why is schema important to you as a musician?
When you add the right schema on your website, you can influence the rich information that can appear in Google search result pages for your band keywords.

That "rich information" can include a more complete band Knowledge Panel with concert listings, discography, social profile links, and more. It can also help you get those nice tour event carousels, album carousels, knowledge cards for songs, and so on.

Enhance your search engine results pages by adding schema to your band website

The most important thing to focus on is your band website. Google is pretty clear about this in their structured data guidelines: “Publish markup on a page on your official website.”

**Known Sites**

If you use other platforms - like Bandcamp or Bandsintown - they can also help support your schema in addition to your band website. These have to be “known sites”, or sites that Google knows officially belong to you.

As Google says: “If you add markup to a known site, that data is treated as authoritative and used for Knowledge Graph cards.”

You can help make your other platforms “known sites” by linking to them from your band website and from your Google Brand Account.

If you decide to add information, like show listings, to multiple platforms - like, on your website and also on Bandsintown - it’s really important that the information is identical in both places.
Don't rely only on other platforms - make sure the schema is on your website. Your official band website will always be treated by Google as the main authority for information about your band.

**The Structured Data Testing Tool**

Before we get into the details, we need to introduce you to an important tool.

The Structured Data Testing Tool is provided by Google to show you what kind of structured data exists on a particular page. It’s pretty handy and we’ll show you examples from it throughout this chapter.

All you need to do is enter a URL into the tool, and it will show you the schema that's hidden in the code on the page. It'll also flag any errors.

Another tool you can use, to see what structured data Google sees on your website, is Google Search Console.

Now let’s look at the different types of schema you can optimize.
MusicGroup Schema Markup

MusicGroup schema is a good place to start. When you add it to your website, you’re basically telling Google what kind of entity - or thing - you are. You’re not a car manufacturer, or a politician, or a town. You’re a band.

At the same time, you can also point Google towards “official” information about your band, like your main image and social profiles.

Let’s take a look at what this kind of schema markup looks like on a band website, using Bandzoogle member London has Fallen as an example:

```
{
    "@context" : "http://schema.org",
    "@type" : "MusicGroup",
    "name" : "London has Fallen",
    "url" : "http://www.londonhasfallenband.com",
    "image" : "https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/63/London_has_Fallen_%28Band%29.jpg",
    "sameAs" : [ 
        "http://www.facebook.com/londonhasfallen",
        "http://www.twitter.com/londonhasfallen",
        "http://www.instagram.com/londonhasfallenband",
        "http://www.youtube.com/londonhasfallen1",
        "http://plus.google.com/+LondonhasFallen"
    ]
}
```

So what this schema tells Google is that this website is for a band called London has Fallen. It specifies what their official website URL is, and where their main band image is located.
The SameAs Markup

The markup in the example above also indicates your official social profiles using the SameAs markup. There is a specific list of social profiles that Google will recognize here.

Adding this schema helps you get those social profile icons into your Knowledge Panel. And if you tweet a lot, it might also help you get real-time Tweets right into the search results for your band name. Like this example for The Tea Party:

Social media integration in your SERPs is a nice touch.

This markup should be placed on the homepage of your band website, and can be included on all pages of your site.

So what you can do now is copy the code above, replace the London has Fallen information with your own and paste it in your site code. You can use MusicGroup even if you're a solo artist.
If you use Bandzoogle, we can generate this markup for you so that you don't need to fuss with coding.

**Bandzoogle Member Tip**

- Add your social media links to your website using the built-in My Sites feature. When you use the My Sites feature, the SameAs schema is added automatically to your website.
- Click Add Content to locate it, then add your links for Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, and more!
MusicAlbum Schema Markup

Now that you've given Google a bit of basic information about your band, you can go a step further and add schema markup to the music on your website.

We use MusicAlbum schema for that.

Here's the catch. This markup is hard to add to your website on your own, unless you're a developer. But don't worry - there are shortcuts.

Let's look at an example of what this schema looks like. This screenshot shows the schema on an album page of Delaney Gibson's Bandzoogle website:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>@type</th>
<th>MusicAlbum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>Tall Like the Tree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>numTracks</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td><a href="http://delaneygibson.com/album/155160">http://delaneygibson.com/album/155160</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>image</td>
<td>//s3.amazonaws.com/content.sitezoogle.com/u/45414/c1e33354fa200f853ac989d93cbb040a331dc999/large/talllikethetree-albumcover.jpgf13990851083</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>byArtist @type</td>
<td>MusicGroup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td><a href="http://delaneygibson.com/">http://delaneygibson.com/</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>Delaney Gibson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>track @type</td>
<td>MusicRecording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>Be</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td><a href="http://delaneygibson.com/track/580355">http://delaneygibson.com/track/580355</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>duration</td>
<td>PT3M5S5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inAlbum @type</td>
<td>MusicAlbum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td><a href="http://delaneygibson.com/album/155160">http://delaneygibson.com/album/155160</a></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>track @type</td>
<td>MusicRecording</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>Give Up the Ghost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
<td><a href="http://delaneygibson.com/track/580558">http://delaneygibson.com/track/580558</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

This is what Google sees on your website when your music is marked up with schema.
As you can see, there is all sorts of specific information about Delaney’s album and tracks, including the album name, cover art image, song duration, and so on.

To save you the hassle of figuring out this schema yourself, we suggest you use a platform that generates the schema for you automatically. **Bandzoogle does this** - it will add this schema to the music you upload to your website.

---

**Bandzoogle Member Tip**

Add music to your website in a few quick steps:

- Click Add Content on any page.
- Choose Music and select from the player or album options.
- Click the Add Track button.
- Be sure to fill out the Track and artists name!
- Upload your audio file, and save.

Now you’re ready to share and sell your music!

---

Other platforms like Bandcamp, Google Play, and SoundCloud also add this kind of schema to music on their pages. So if you add your music to those platforms in addition to your band website, it can help you double down on this schema.

But, as we’ve said, Google will always take your official band website as the most authoritative source of information. So make sure it’s on your website.
Google will use this schema to display information in your Knowledge Panel, like this:

And in rich cards like this:

And how it looks in the song SERPs.

It shows in other places as well.
So what you can do now is add music to your band website. Use a website platform that supports this schema, like Bandzoogle.

👉 Make more money as a musician!
Keep 100% of your revenues when you sell music, merch and tickets through your website. Start your free trial

If you already have a website, but you’re not on a platform that supports it, there may be music player widgets that can generate the schema for you.

Add your music to other platforms that use this schema too, like Bandcamp, SoundCloud and Google Play. You can use the Structured Data Testing Tool to easily check whether a certain platform supports it.

Finally, make sure the information you’re adding to the various platforms is consistent everywhere.
Event Schema Markup

You can add schema to event listings, to help get your tour date info to appear in Google SERPs.

This kind of schema is also really hard to add to your website on your own, unless you’re a developer. Thankfully, just like the MusicAlbum schema, there are easy shortcuts.

First, let’s look at an example of what this schema looks like. This is the schema for an upcoming show by Bandzoogle member Stiff Little Fingers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MusicEvent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>@type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startDate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>offers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>@type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>url</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

An example of what Event schema looks like.

This schema was added to the specific page on their band website for that tour date listing.

As you can see, it shows information like the event date, venue name, and the URL where fans can go to buy tickets.
This information shows up in Google search results, like this:

Pretty cool huh?

Our advice is the same as with the MusicAlbum schema. Save yourself the hassle and use a website platform that adds this schema automatically. **Bandzoogle is the only website platform recommended by Google for this schema.**

If you already have a band website, you can use event widgets to generate this schema automatically.

Platforms like Bandsintown and Songkick will also generate this schema. But like we said, it's always better to have it on your own site.

So that's all you need to do to get this fancy Event schema working for you.
What you can do next is find a provider that adds this schema automatically to your band website (hint: you're already looking at one). Add a tour calendar and include as much information about your shows as you can.

If you want, add your tour dates to other platforms as well, but be sure to keep the show information the same everywhere.
Chapter 6 Key Takeaway: Add Schema to Your Website

Enhance your search engine results pages by adding schema to your band website. Even though it’s technical, there are some simple tricks and shortcuts you can use to make it easy.

Make sure you followed the steps from earlier chapters in this eBook, because some of those things need to be covered first.

What you need to do now

- Copy and paste the MusicGroup schema, edit it for your band, and add it to the code of your website.
- Add MusicAlbum schema to the music on your band website, by using a platform like Bandzoogle, or a widget.
- Add Event schema to the tour dates on your band website, by using a platform like Bandzoogle or a widget.
- Add your music and events to other platforms if you like, but making sure you’re consistent when you add information in multiple places.

Once you’ve done all of these steps, you should start seeing improvements to your band keyword search results pages.
Chapter 7: Optimize Your Videos for SEO

Earlier in this eBook we pointed out some of the ways videos can help enrich your search results pages.

For example, when people search for your band name, it’s possible to get video results in the SERP so that fans can start exploring your content right away.

And when people search your album or song names we get this Knowledge Panel where fans can explore even deeper.
Here are some basic tips you can use to help get these videos to appear in your SERPs.

**Create Videos for Every Track**

If you want your videos to appear in the SERPs, obviously you need to have videos. And, they need to be online.

So that's where you can start. Create videos for all of your tracks. They don't have to be fully produced music videos - videos that are just stills of your album cover art will work.

Take a look at what Travis did for the songs from their “Where You Stand” album. They took that same idea and stepped it up a little to make it more fun.

*Travis made a simple, fun video that they used for every track from a recent album.*
The objective here, remember, is to just make it as easy as possible for fans to hear your music without having to look around too much.

**Add Your Videos to YouTube**

The videos should go up on YouTube, since YouTube is part of Google. Sometimes Google will use other video services in SERPs, like Vimeo. But, as a best practice, it’s a much **better idea to use YouTube** for this purpose.

It’s usually best to upload videos to your channel, but it’s not necessary. Sometimes labels, publishers or other groups will publish your videos to their channels instead.

That’s ok - they should go wherever they’re going to **get the most plays**.

By the way, before you upload your videos, make sure your **filenames are descriptive**. Our advice for images - which we talked about earlier in this ebook - applies to videos as well.

**Optimize Video Titles & Descriptions**

Make sure you include your **artist name and track name** in the video title, and make it clear that these are the official versions.

Be **really thorough** with your video description too. This Holly Henry video is a great example. You might even want to add your **song lyrics** as well. The longer and more descriptive, the better.
A good description added to the YouTube video, with links to Holly Henry’s website and other profiles.

Add Tags

You can add keyword tags to each of your videos. Unlike humans, Google can’t watch videos (yet). So by adding keywords, you’re helping Google understand the content of your video.

Unlike humans, Google can’t watch videos

Don’t go crazy with the tags. Just add your artist name, album name and track name. If you want, you can also add your label name and whatever else your track is associated with.
Create a Playlist

Creating a playlist is not critical, but it may help you get those video results in the SERPs.

On your artist channel, create a playlist with all of the tracks on your album. Holly Henry made a playlist for all of her singles, as well as other playlists for the various kinds of videos she publishes.

So whether you have albums, an EP, or a group of singles, you can create a playlist to organize them. While it’s not a silver bullet for SEO, it’s a best practice optimization that can help.

Get Tons of Plays

Because... getting tons of YouTube video views is easy, right? The reality is that getting a lot of plays for your video makes all the difference as far as whether or not it appears in Google SERPs for your keywords.
The number of plays your video has helps Google understand how important (or authoritative) a video is. Just like with all SEO, more authoritative content generally gets better visibility in Google search results.

Bandzoogle Member Tip

- Get even more plays for your YouTube videos by embedding them on your website. This will make it easy for your fans to find them!
- Click Add Feature > Video, then add in your video url.
- Voila! Your video will play right on the page.

The number of plays your video has helps Google understand how important (or authoritative) a video is. Just like with all SEO, more authoritative content generally gets better visibility in Google search results.

*Sweet Dreams - The Eurythmics (A Cappella Holly Henry Cover)*

*It helps, a lot, to have millions of YouTube video views.*

So keep the number of views in mind when you’re trying to optimize your SERPs for video.
Chapter 7 Key Takeaway: Optimize Your Videos for SEO

Help your fans explore your music right from the Google search results pages by adding SEO optimized videos to YouTube for all of your songs. Creating videos can be a lot of work, but there are shortcuts you can take to save time on video production and still get the same results for SEO.

What you need to do now

- Create videos for all of your songs.
- Upload your videos to YouTube.
- Give your videos good titles, descriptions, tags, and filenames.
- Organize your videos into playlists.
- Get as many views as you can for your videos.

Once you’ve completed those steps, you should start seeing your videos show up more often in your band keyword SERPs.
Chapter 8: Measuring Your SEO Results

This chapter concludes the eBook on SEO for musicians. Although it wasn’t exactly light reading, we hope that we’ve succeeded in simplifying the SEO process for you, and making it all clearer.

There are always new and creative ways of using SEO to improve your fan experience, and maybe even help grow your fan base. But the fundamentals we’ve outlined in this eBook should always be the same (at least for a while).

Process with SEO takes time, so you need to be patient

We’ll close off the eBook by talking about measuring your results. Progress with SEO always takes time, so you may need to be patient. When you make a change or optimization, don’t expect to see results overnight - it could take a few days or even weeks.

Some improvement to your SEO will even happen naturally, as you publish more content and become more popular.

Pay attention to the SERPs over time for the keywords that matter, and always have the fan experience in mind. When you notice something change, think is this the best thing for my fans?

Keep an eye on the amount of traffic arriving to your website and other profiles.
Bandzoogle has a dashboard for key website metrics. If you love to nerd out on data like we do, you can dig even deeper by using Google Analytics on your own website. Although you won’t be able to see what keywords people are using to find your site, you can see which pages they land on from organic searches.

When something changes, think about whether it’s the best thing for your fans

If you have Google Analytics set up on your website (which you absolutely should), you can find organic search traffic data by selecting the “Organic Traffic” Advanced Segment as below.
Use Google Analytics if you’re ready to dig deeper, with Advanced Segments.

You can find the Landing Pages report in the left side menu, which we pointed to in the above image. This tells you how much organic search traffic each page of your website gets, and therefore how visible that page is in SERPs for keywords that people are searching for.

When you see overall traffic going up from organic search, that means you’re doing something right.

When you see traffic going up or down for specific pages, that gives you a clue about what keywords you should be looking at to understand what’s happening.
Other more advanced SEO analysis tools exist, like Moz or Ahrefs. They generally cost money, though, and are likely overkill for most musicians.

Your best bet is to keep an eye on your traffic, and regularly look through your own band keyword SERPs to see what’s happening.
Chapter 8 Key Takeaway: Track Your SEO Results

Now that you’ve put all of this hard work into optimizing your band’s online presence for SEO, you’ll want to see what kind of results you’re getting. After all, you did it for a reason, not just for fun.

What you need to do now

- Use available dashboards, such as Bandzoogle reports, to monitor your website traffic.
- Set up Google Analytics and keep an eye on your Organic traffic to specific pages.
- Regularly check your band keyword SERPs.

If you’ve read this eBook top to bottom and started to make some changes to improve your SEO, then you’re already off to a great start. With some hard work and patience, you should see good improvements happening with your band SEO.

Good luck, have fun, and if you have other questions, ideas or thoughts, be sure to follow us on our blog, on Facebook, and on Twitter to keep up to date with future tips and advice.

The Bandzoogle Team

bandzoogleg.com
facebook.com/Bandzoogle
twitter.com/Bandzoogle
instagram.com/Bandzoogle
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